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ABSTRACT

Recent observations from spaceborne microwave sensors have revealed detailed structure of the surface
flow over the equatorial eastern Pacific in the boreal fall season. A marked acceleration of surface wind
across the northern sea surface temperature (SST) front of the cold tongue is a prominent feature of the
regional climate. Previous studies have attributed the acceleration to the effect of enhanced momentum
mixing over the warmer waters. A high-resolution numerical model is used to examine the cross-frontal flow
adjustment. In a comprehensive comparison, the model agrees well with many observed features of cross-
equatorial flow and boundary layer structure from satellite, Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) moorings,
and the recent Eastern Pacific Investigation of Climate Processes (EPIC) campaign. In particular, the model
simulates the acceleration across the SST front, and the change from a stable to unstable boundary layer.
Analysis of the model momentum budget indicates that the hydrostatic pressure gradient, set up in response
to the SST gradient, drives the surface northward acceleration. Because of thermal advection by the mean
southerly flow, the pressure gradient is located downstream of the SST gradient and consequently, diver-
gence occurs over the SST front, as observed by satellite. Pressure gradients also act to change the vertical
shear of the wind as the front is crossed. However, the model underpredicts the changes in vertical wind
shear across the front, relative to the EPIC observations. It is suggested that the vertical transfer of
momentum by mixing, a mechanism described by Wallace et al. may also act to enhance the change in shear
in the observations, but the model does not simulate this effect. Reasons for this are discussed.

1. Introduction

The climatological state of the eastern equatorial Pa-
cific is important to climatic variability such as the El
Niño–Southern Oscillation. Coupled ocean–atmosphere
models have difficulty modeling this state correctly
(Mesocho et al. 1995; Davey et al. 2002) and hence

studies of the physical processes of the air–sea interac-
tion in the eastern equatorial Pacific are important
[Cronin et al. 2002; see Xie (2004a) for a recent review].
In this paper, a high-resolution numerical model is used
to investigate one component of the system, the re-
sponse of the atmospheric planetary boundary layer
(PBL) to the oceanic cold tongue and the sharp SST
front on its northern edge. These numerical results are
complementary to EPIC2001, an intensive observa-
tional campaign conducted during September and Oc-
tober 2001 as part of the Eastern Pacific Investigation
of Climate Processes (EPIC; Cronin et al. 2002; Ray-
mond et al. 2004).

At least two processes are conceivably important to
the cross-equatorial flow in the eastern equatorial Pa-
cific. First, air parcels flowing toward the equator can-
not adjust to the change in Coriolis force and so advec-
tive accelerations become important. Mahrt (1972)
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noted that for a latitudinally constant pressure gradient,
the meridional (cross isobar) velocity in the boundary
layer was found to increase as the equator was crossed.
The explanation was that for flow crossing the equator,
the zonal wind component suddenly opposes the direc-
tion of the zonal Ekman wind, and flow is accelerated
toward lower pressure (Mahrt 1972). Tomas et al.
(1999) further noted that the meridional advection of
anticyclonic absolute vorticity was important to cross-
equatorial flow in their reduced gravity model. In par-
ticular, they found that the meridional advection of
zonal momentum was essential to achieve a divergence/
convergence couplet just north of the equator.

Second, in the eastern equatorial Pacific the low-
level, large-scale southerly flow associated with the
ITCZ and the Hadley cell is modified locally by the
presence of the SST front, referred to here as the Equa-
torial Front. Observations from satellite show that the
near-surface southeasterlies and southerlies are signifi-
cantly accelerated (in a Lagrangian sense) as they cross
the equatorial front (Fig. 1a; the wind speed changes 3
m s�1 between 1°S and 2°N at 95°W, equivalent to a
divergence of 0.9 � 10�5 s�1 and an approximate
Lagrangian acceleration of around 0.6 � 10�4 m s�2 or
5 m s�1 day�1). To explain the effect of SST gradients,
Lindzen and Nigam (1987) proposed a boundary layer
model where the eddy air temperature was positively
correlated with the eddy SST throughout the layer, the
eddy part being the deviation from zonal mean. In their
model the sea level pressure anomalies overlie the SST
anomalies. In low latitudes where the Coriolis force is
negligible, the strongest winds would occur over the
SST fronts in response to the pressure gradient.

Wallace et al. (1989) conducted an observational
study of the effect of SST on surface winds in the east-
ern equatorial Pacific on seasonal and interannual time
scales. They noted that the Lindzen–Nigam explanation
was appropriate to the large-scale dynamics, but did not
explain the fact that observations showed divergence
over the SST front and the strongest winds located fur-
ther north over warm water. Wallace et al. concluded
that stability-induced mixing variations led to the pre-
cise phasing of the observed wind patterns. In particu-
lar, stable conditions over the cold tongue would lead
to enhanced shear and a decoupling of weak surface
winds from the higher level southeasterly jet. North and
south of the cold tongue, unstable conditions exist and
the vertical wind profile may be expected to be more
uniform with stronger winds at the surface.

Recent findings from Tropical Atmosphere Ocean
(TAO) buoy observations (Cronin et al. 2003) and nu-
merical simulations (Small et al. 2003) of tropical insta-
bility waves have indicated that due to thermal advec-
tion, the PBL pressure gradient can be spatially lagged
relative to SST gradient. This calls into question the
hypothesis of Wallace et al. (1989) that pressure gradi-
ents cannot explain the observed SST–wind phase re-
lationships in the eastern equatorial Pacific. These new

findings suggest that a reexamination of the relative
importance of pressure gradient, static stability varia-
tions, and momentum advection to the cross-equatorial
flow is required.

The aim of this paper is to study atmospheric adjust-
ment across the equator and SST front during the cold
tongue season, using a high-resolution regional climate
model. In particular, this paper will attempt to explain
the structure of the PBL in the eastern equatorial Pa-
cific based on numerical simulations and by comparison
with observations from EPIC, TAO, and satellite. The
findings will be interpreted in terms of the cross-
equatorial momentum budget.

The paper is structured as follows: The numerical
model, experimental setup, and the observations used
for verification are presented in section 2. Section 3
discusses the mean states of the surface fields and of the
boundary layer structure, both in model and in obser-
vations. Section 4 describes the effect of the thermal
structure and thermal advection on the surface pressure
gradients. In section 5, the model momentum budget is
presented to explain the mechanisms of the cross-
equatorial flow. Section 6 presents a discussion of how
the present results compare with previous studies. Fi-
nally, section 7 presents conclusions of the study.

2. Numerical model and data

a. Numerical model and experimental details

The high-resolution regional climate model devel-
oped at the International Pacific Research Center
(IPRC-RegCM) has been used to study the atmo-
spheric response to the oceanic SST field. The IPRC-
RegCM is a hydrostatic, sigma coordinate, primitive
equation model (Wang et al. 2003; Small et al. 2003).
The model was chosen as having detailed PBL and
cloud physics parameterizations and high resolution.
Details of the physical processes of the model are con-
tained in Table 1, together with references and com-
ments relevant to the simulation.

The model has 29 vertical levels with substantial
high-resolution in the PBL (12 levels below 800 hPa).1

In this study, the model domain extended from 15°S to
20°N, 130° to 63°W, with a grid spacing of 1⁄3°, both in
zonal and meridional directions. The time step was 360
s. The model was run for a period from 1 September
2001 to 31 October 2001, chosen to correspond to the
EPIC2001 field campaign (see section 2b). The first
week was treated as a model spinup and so the model
analysis used the last 54 days of data, which will be
referred to as “two months” for simplicity later on.

The turbulence scheme follows the Langland and

1 The model sigma levels are: 0.0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, 0.11,
0.14, 0.18, 0.24, 0.3, 0.37, 0.44, 0.51, 0.58, 0.65, 0.72, 0.77, 0.81, 0.84,
0.862, 0.882, 0.902, 0.92, 0.938, 0.956, 0.972, 0.988, 0.994, 1.
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Liou (1996) 1.5-level closure, run with a separate time
step of 120 s. Surface boundary conditions for this
scheme are as formulated by Mailhot and Benoit (1982)
and are dependent on the friction velocity u* provided
by surface layer theory. The surface layer in the model
lies between the surface and the lowest sigma midlevel,
(� � 0.997, at around 30 m) and is assumed a constant
flux layer. The bulk fluxes, u*, and the roughness length
z0 are derived from the model data at � � 0.997 and the
known SST distribution, using the Fairall et al. (1996)
surface layer algorithms. We derive the model neutral
equivalent 10-m wind speed as follows:

u�z� �
u*
� �ln

10
z0
� , �1�

where � is von Kármán’s constant.
The model atmosphere responds to a prescribed

time-dependent SST, which in this case was a daily SST
product derived from a three-day running mean of
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Micro-
wave Imager (TMI) data, obtained from Remote Sens-
ing Systems (www.ssmi.com). National Centers for En-
vironmental Prediction–National Center for Atmo-
spheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis (Kalnay
et al. 1996) version 3 products (released in May 2002)
are used to initialize the model and to provide lateral
boundary conditions every 6 h [see Wang et al. (2003)
for details].

b. Observations

Model simulations in this study will be compared
with data from the EPIC-enhanced monitoring pro-
gram (Cronin et al. 2002) and the EPIC2001 intensive
field campaign (Raymond et al. 2004). The EPIC
dataset includes long time series of surface meteoro-
logical variables from TAO buoys at 95°W, enhanced
with extra buoys at 3.5°N, 10°N, and 12°N. Here, mea-
surements of basic meteorological quantities at the
TAO moorings at typical heights of 4 m are converted
to bulk fluxes using the Fairall et al. (1996) algorithm.
The EPIC2001 intensive field campaign was conducted
during September and October 2001, including ship and
NCAR C130 aircraft measurements along transects at
95°W and at a fixed location under the ITCZ (Ray-
mond et al. 2004). In this paper, data from the TAO
moorings and NCAR C130 aircraft flights will be used.

Cross-equatorial flight transects along 95°W made on
eight days between 7 September and 10 October 2001
are used to construct composite sections of cross-
equatorial PBL structure. On the southward legs of
these flights in situ measurements of various quantities
including temperature, wind velocity, water vapor,
cloud liquid water, and flux measurements were per-
formed. The “porpoising,” repeating flight pattern con-
sisted of level flight legs (nominally 50 km in length) at
32 and 1628 m connected by ascent and descent periods
with eight cycles over 13 degrees of latitude. On the

TABLE 1. List of physics parameterization schemes used in the IPRC-RegCM (version 1.1).

Physical process Scheme Reference Comments

Grid-resolved moist
processes

Bulk mixed ice phase cloud
microphysics

Wang (1999, 2001) and
references therein

Subgrid-scale
convection

Shallow convection, midlevel
convection, and deep
convection

Tiedtke (1989), Nordeng
(1994), Gregory et al.
(2000)

With CAPE closure and organized entrainment
and detrainment. Coupling between
subgrid-scale convection and grid-resolved
moist processes via cloud-top detrainment
(Wang et al. 2003).

Mixing Vertical: 1.5-level turbulence
closure

Langland and Liou (1996),
Detering and Etling
(1985)

Modified to include cloud buoyancy production
of turbulence (Wang 1999).

Horizontal: Fourth-order Wang et al. (2003) Deformation and terrain-slope dependent
diffusion coefficient.

Surface layer over
ocean

Bulk scheme Fairall et al. (1996) TOGA COARE v2.6

Radiation Multiband Edwards and Slingo (1996)
updated by Sun and
Rikus (1999)

7 bands for longwave, 4 bands for shortwave.
Full coupling between cloud microphysics
and cloud liquid/ice water path.

Cloud optical
properties

Longwave radiation Sun and Shine (1994)
Shortwave radiation Slingo and Schrecker

(1982), Chou et al.
(1998)

With specified cloud droplet number
concentration (CDNC) of 100 cm�3 over
ocean and 300 cm�3 over land.

Cloud amount Semi-empirical scheme Xu and Randall (1996) Dependent on relative humidity and cloud
liquid/ice water extent.

Land surface
processes

Biosphere–Atmosphere
Transfer Scheme (BATS)

Dickinson et al. (1993) Modified algorithm for solving leaf temperature
to ensure a convergent iteration of numerical
solution (Wang et al. 2003).
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northward return, dropsondes were released at an alti-
tude of 5.5 km at 1°-latitude intervals from the equator
to 12°N. The soundings from the dropsondes were com-
bined with the low-level flight legs to create latitude–
height cross sections. Further information on the flight
measurements can be found in McGauley et al. (2004).

Turbulent fluxes were measured using correlations of
turbulent quantities, sampled at 25 Hz, equivalent to a
5-m range sampling along the flight track. Additional
flux measurements were made during two NCAR C130
flights over the SST front on 3 and 5 October 2001,
when the aircraft flew two stacks of east–west legs cen-
tered at 0.5°S and 2°N within 55 km of 95°W. For each
flight day, the mean and standard error of direct esti-
mates of the momentum flux were computed at each
vertical level for each location following the method of
Vickers and Mahrt (2003). Although alongwind biases
were found in the NCAR C130 wind stress measure-
ments (C. Bretherton 2004, personal communication),
the east–west legs avoid much of the difficulty since the
mean winds during the flights had a relatively large
southerly component.

In addition to the in situ data, observations from the
QuikSCAT and TRMM satellites were obtained from
Remote Sensing Systems (www.ssmi.com). The data
provided is gridded onto 1⁄4°, and for a three-day run-
ning average. The QuikSCAT scatterometer is used to
provide measurements of surface stress and derived
10-m neutral equivalent vector wind (Wentz and Smith
1999). The TMI data was used to provide descriptions
of the SST field.

3. Mean state

a. Near-surface fields

A time mean was constructed from the two months
of the model simulation to indicate the background
flow field. Figure 1b shows the observed SST and mod-
eled neutral equivalent wind speed and vectors at 10 m.
The situation is typical of the eastern equatorial Pacific
in the boreal fall season in non–El Niño years when the
cold tongue is particularly prominent (Wallace et al.
1989).

The modeled 10-m neutral winds in Fig. 1b may be
compared with the observed QuikSCAT winds for the
same period (Fig. 1a). The cross-equatorial flow, me-
ridional shear of zonal velocity, and convergence into
the ITCZ at around 10°–12°N is reproduced reasonably
well in the model. In contrast, the low wind speed core
of 4–6 m s�1 in the model over the cold tongue (Fig. 1b)
has a much smaller zonal extent than in the observa-
tions (Fig. 1a). Further, the high wind speeds a few
degrees poleward of the cold tongue are about 1 m s�1

higher in the model than in the observations. Thus, the
simulated wind speeds are higher overall than observed
by QuikSCAT. (The IPRC-RegCM also simulated
higher wind speeds than the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis

data used to force the model, suggesting that the bias
was not due to the forcing.)

Despite the absolute difference between the model
and QuikSCAT wind speeds, the divergence fields,
which are a relative measure, are similar (Figs. 2a, b).
One distinct feature in these fields is the strong diver-
gence located precisely over the equatorial front. This
contrasts with a weak convergence south of the cold
tongue (more prominent in the observations, Fig. 2a)
and strong convergence in the ITCZ.

The two-month mean of near-surface quantities from
the model data at 95°W is next compared with data
from the TAO mooring array and QuikSCAT data at
the same longitude and period and with in situ turbu-
lent flux and related statistics from an eight-flight com-
posite of the NCAR C130 data at the lowest flight level
(between 25 and 30 m, see section 2b).

The ocean–atmosphere interface is typically unstable
in the eastern equatorial Pacific. The modeled air–sea
virtual potential temperature difference (S � �	s � �	a,
where subscripts a and s refer to air and sea, respec-
tively, and the virtual temperature in the model at 30-m
height was used to compute �	a) shows positive values
of S everywhere except for near the center of the cold
tongue, and rising to a peak over 4 K, just north of the
equatorial front (Fig. 3a). Over the cold tongue the
interface is weakly stable or close to neutral stability
with minimum S between –0.5 and –1 K. The strong
meridional gradient in S across the equatorial front
shows that as the air passes across the front it is rapidly
destabilized. The TAO values of virtual air–sea tem-
perature difference (S) show a very similar range to
that seen in the model in the region of the equatorial
front (Fig. 3b).

The changes in stability lead to large variations in
heat fluxes across the front. The modeled sensible heat
rises from –3 W m�2 over the cold tongue to a peak of
37 W m�2 close to 2°N, somewhat higher than the peak
of around 29 W m�2 in the TAO and C130 flight data
(Fig. 3c). The modeled latent heat flux rises from 20 W
m�2 to a peak comparable with the C130 data (200 W
m�2 between 2° and 3°N) but rather larger than the
TAO value (peaking at 140 W m�2; Fig. 3e).

Comparisons of the surface wind stress indicate that
the model values are larger than the measurements
from TAO and QuikSCAT (by around 0.01–0.02 N
m�2, or about 20%–50%, Fig. 3b) but that the relative
difference between 1°S and 2°N is similar (0.05 N m�2),
suggesting that the model captures the change in stress
across the front. The overall larger stress (and hence
u*) in the model data, related to the larger wind speeds
noted in Fig. 1, may also explain why the sensible and
latent heat, which depend on u*, are larger than ob-
served.

The model values of near-surface turbulent kinetic
energy (TKE), Fig. 3d, are also larger than the
EPIC2001 data (by around 0.03–0.05 m2 s�2, about
20%–50%), partly due to the larger values of u* in the
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FIG. 1. Neutral equivalent 10-m mean wind speed (color, m s�1), vectors (m s�1, see scale
arrow), and SST (°C, line contours) in the eastern equatorial Pacific for a 2-month time mean,
Sep–Oct 2001. (a) Wind observations from QuikSCAT and SST from TMI, and (b) model
simulation of winds for the same time period, together with TMI SST.
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model [the lower boundary condition on TKE in the
model is dependent on u* (Mailhot and Benoit 1982)]
but again the difference across the front is comparable
in model and data. (TKE was calculated from the C130

vertical velocity variance data by assuming isotropic tur-
bulence, so that TKE ≅ 1.5 w
2.)

Note that besides model deficiencies, differences be-
tween the measurements and model may arise due to

FIG. 2. Divergence of neutral equivalent 10-m mean wind (10�5 s�1, grayscale), SST (°C, line
contours), and wind vectors (m s�1, see scale arrow) for a 2-month time mean, Sep–Oct 2001.
(a) Observed from QuikSCAT and TMI, and (b) modeled divergence and TMI SST.
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several factors: First, the difference between direct tur-
bulent correlation methods used by the NCAR C130
instrument as compared to the bulk fluxes used for the
model and TAO data; second, data sparseness (very
little TAO wind speed data was gathered in September
at 95°W between 2°S and 2°N, explaining the lack of
bulk heat flux values there, and the NCAR C130 data
was gathered on just eight days); third, the different
sampling strategies since TAO measurements are at a
single position, the NCAR C130 flight survey followed
a single vertical cross section, whereas the model simu-
lations relate to a 1⁄3° grid box.

b. Planetary boundary layer structure

The model simulations of PBL vertical structure may
be compared with NCAR C130 measurements from the

EPIC2001 campaign. The model data is shown from
12°S to 12°N in Figs. 4a–6a while the EPIC2001 flight
data, which only covered 1°S to 12°N is shown directly
below the model data in Figs. 4b–6b. Individual profiles
from over the cold tongue and over the warm water are
also shown in Figs. 4c and 6c for the model, and Figs. 4d
and 6d for observations. The observations are a com-
posite of the eight flights at 95°W of the NCAR C130,
while the model results are an average of the eight days
corresponding to the NCAR C130 flights and have
been converted from � to z coordinates.

Over the cold tongue there is weakly stable stratifi-
cation up to 700 m in the model (Figs. 4a,c) and ob-
servations (Figs. 4b,d). Above this is a region of strong
stratification around 800–1000 m. The region below this
strong stratification is the PBL. As air crosses the
Equatorial Front a mixed layer forms and rapidly deep-

FIG. 3. Comparison of surface quantities at 95°W from model and observed data from the eight-flight NCAR
C130 composite (EPIC2001), QuikSCAT, and TAO mooring data (see legend). (a) Virtual potential air � sea
temperature difference (K), (b) wind stress (N m�2), (c) sensible heat flux (W m�2), (d) turbulent kinetic energy
(m2 s�2), (e) latent heat flux (W m�2), and (f) surface pressure (hPa). Model, QuikSCAT, and TAO data are a
2-month time mean.
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ens in response to the heat fluxes and the mixing by
turbulence, to an extent of about 300–500 m at 3°N, in
model (Figs. 4a,c) and observations (Figs. 4b,d). Fur-
ther, the mean potential temperature in that layer in-
creases by 4 K relative to near-surface values over the
cold tongue. Overall, the model near-surface tempera-
tures are about 1 K warmer than observed (Fig. 4) for
reasons unknown. Water vapor content (Figs. 4a,b,
shaded) also increases to the north in the PBL by about
4 to 6 g kg�1 from the equator to ITCZ.

The warming, moistening, and deepening of the PBL

in the model across the equatorial front leads to an
approximately 1-hPa decrease in the surface pressure
between 0° and 3°N, contrasting with the slow decrease
of around 1 hPa between 8°S and 0° (Fig. 3f). (As dis-
cussed in section 5, this suggests that indeed the pres-
sure gradient induced by the PBL changes is an impor-
tant factor in determining the cross-equatorial accelera-
tion.) The modeled sea level pressure was compared
against measurements made on the enhanced TAO
mooring array (Cronin et al. 2003): the modeled values
are consistently higher than the data by about 0.5 hPa,

FIG. 4. Vertical sections at 95°W of water vapor mixing ratio (shaded, g kg�1) and potential temperature (contours in K, with intervals
of 1 K) (a) from the IPRC-RegCM, eight-day mean, and (b) from the EPIC2001 NCAR C130 data, eight-flight mean. (c) Vertical
profile of potential temperature (K) from the model at 0.33°S and 3.3°N. (d) As in (c) but from observations at 0.25°S and 3.25°N.
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but the meridional gradient of pressure is similar (Fig.
3f, see also Fig. 8d below).

A temperature inversion exists in the southern lati-
tudes and also extends as far as 2°–3°N in both model
(Fig. 5a) and EPIC2001 observations (Fig. 5b), located
between 700 and 1200 m height at 1°S. Clouds form at
the base of this inversion. The cloud layer rises with
increasing latitude northward from the equator, associ-
ated with the northern location of the ITCZ, the rise
being more rapid in the model (Fig. 5a) than the ob-
servations (Fig. 5b). In both model and observations
there is a local maximum of cloudiness between 1°N
and 3°N. The maximum value of cloud liquid water is
slightly higher in observations than in the model (by
around 0.03 g kg�1).

Wind speed and meridional wind sections at 95°W in
the model (Fig. 6a) show that the highest wind speeds
(white contours in Fig. 6a) occur in a boundary layer jet
whose core lies between 300 and 600 m height south of
the equator. The flow in this jet becomes more meridi-
onal as the equator is approached from the south. Over
the cold tongue region (3°S to 0°) in the model the wind

at the surface becomes decoupled from the upper-level
jet. The meridional wind component at the surface at
0.33°S is 6.0 m s�1, some 1.5 m s�1 less than in the jet at
400 m (Fig. 6c). In contrast, between 3° and 6°N the
shear between the core and the surface is weaker (Fig.
6a): at 3.3°N the shear of meridional wind is 0.3 m s�1

between the surface and the jet, which has lowered to
200 m; Fig. 6c). Between 1°N and 3°N there is a small
local minimum of wind speed at 300 m in the eight-day
model mean (Fig. 6a). This feature was not present in
the corresponding two-month mean (not shown) and is
likely not significant.

The EPIC2001 flight data shows similar, but more
marked, contrasts of wind structure across the equato-
rial front (Figs. 6b,d). Over the cold tongue, there is a
shear of 1.8 m s�1 between the surface and the jet at 500
m in EPIC at 0.25°S (Fig. 6d), while at 3.25°N the me-
ridional wind is completely uniform up to a height of
between 200 and 300 m (Fig. 6d). It is also notable that
the contrast in meridional wind and the associated hori-
zontal divergence at the surface between the cold
tongue and warm water is greater in the observations
(2.4 m s�1 over 3.5°, Fig. 6d) than in the model (1.6
m s�1 over 3.7°, Fig. 6a). The reasons for the differences
in magnitude of the change in vertical shear and of
surface divergence will be discussed in section 6.

A map of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), Fig. 7,
from the model at 95°W for the same eight-day mean
indicates the mechanism of the change in PBL struc-
ture. High turbulence and buoyancy over the warmer
waters gives rise to the deeper mixed layers, while weak
turbulence over the cold tongue leads to the shallow
mixed layer and a more stable profile. The vertical ex-
tent of influence of the TKE is smaller over the cold
tongue than over the warm water. The latitudinal loca-
tion of the maximum in TKE (2°–3°N) coincides with
the region of highest virtual potential air–sea tempera-
ture difference S and of turbulent heat flux (Figs. 3a,c,
e) where the static instability at the surface has given
rise to buoyant turbulent eddies that are transported
upward, resulting in the maximum of TKE higher in the
PBL. The model TKE values are qualitatively similar to
profiles of TKE inferred from EPIC2001 observations
by de Szoeke et al. (2005) with a minimum over the cold
tongue and a maximum between 2° and 4°N at 200–300-
m height, but the magnitude of the model maximum
(0.8 m�2 s�2) is considerably larger than observed (0.3
to 0.4 m�2 s�2), partly related to the larger surface
fluxes in the model discussed in section 3a.

4. Effect of thermal advection on surface pressure
gradients

a. Downstream location of the surface pressure
gradient relative to the Equatorial Front

The changes in PBL thermodynamic structure across
the equator, noted above, will lead to changes in sea

FIG. 5. Vertical sections at 95°W of cloud liquid water (shaded,
g kg�1) and temperature (contours in K, intervals of 1 K) (a) from
the IPRC-RegCM, eight-day mean and (b) from EPIC2001
NCAR C130 data, eight-flight mean.
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level pressure. Under the assumption that the gradients
of SST and pressure are collocated (Lindzen and Nigam
1987), ocean frontal regions near the equator would be
locations of highest pressure-driven wind speeds rather
than of the largest wind divergence, as discussed by
Wallace et al. (1989). However, a close examination of
the gradients of surface pressure, SST, and virtual tem-
perature T	 along 95°W suggests that the assumption of
collocated SST and pressure gradients is not appropri-

ate for the small frontal scales being considered here.
Figure 8 shows the gradients derived from in situ data
from TAO and EPIC NCAR C130 flights, compared to
model data, and gradients derived from model data
subsampled onto the TAO locations.

In general, the TAO and NCAR C130 gradient data
support the model gradient values. At 95°W there is the
large SST gradient of the Equatorial Front between 1°S
and 1°N, peaking at around 0.3°N (Fig. 8a, solid line).

FIG. 6. Vertical sections at 95°W of meridional velocity (shaded, m s�1) and wind speed (contours in m s�1, intervals of 1 m s�1) (a)
from the IPRC-RegCM, eight-day mean and (b) EPIC2001 NCAR C130 data, eight-flight mean. Vertical profiles of meridional velocity
(m s�1) from (c) the model at 0.33°S and 3.3°N, and from (d) observations at 0.25°S and 3.25°N.
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However, the pressure gradient reaches a peak some
degrees north of this: at around 2° to 3°N in the model
(Fig. 8d, solid line) and TAO data (Fig. 8d asterisks);
when the model data is interpolated onto TAO loca-
tions, the peaks locations coincide closely (Fig. 8d, dia-
monds). This difference in location between the peak
gradients of SST and pressure is due to the spatial lag of
the air temperature adjusting toward the SST (see be-
low). In fact, the largest gradients in near-surface vir-
tual temperature T	 occur just north of the SST gradi-
ent peak and are spread over a wider extent than the
peak in SST gradient in each of the model, TAO, and
NCAR C130 data (Fig. 8b). The highest gradients in air
temperature are also tilted northward with height (see
Fig. 5), as can be seen by the peak positive gradient in
T	 at 900–1000 m occurring at 3°–4°N in the model and
NCAR C130 data2 (Fig. 8c). (In fact, the NCAR C130
data shows a local reversed gradient near the equator,
which would act to push the pressure gradient peak
more downstream and northward.) Hence, the hydro-
static pressure gradients are also lagged downstream
relative to the SST gradients, with a broad peak cen-
tered on 2°–4°N (Fig. 8d). McGauley et al. (2004) also
found a maximum pressure gradient at a similar lati-
tude (2°N for the pressure integrated over a 500-m
mixed layer, their Fig. 4), using NCAR C130 flight-level
data. They further showed that the gradient in surface
pressure was primarily due to the gradient within the

PBL, rather than the gradient in the pressure at the top
of the PBL.

b. Temperature budget

The possibility that thermal advection is the cause of
the downstream location of the surface pressure gradi-
ent is explored next using a heat budget analysis and a
simple model.

The depth-averaged thermodynamic equation for
temperature T in the boundary layer is given by (ex-
pressed in Cartesian coordinates for illustration)

��T

�t � � ��u · �T � w
�T

�z� �
F

h
� �Q � diff,

�2�

where u � (u, 	) is the horizontal velocity vector, w is
vertical velocity, � is the gradient operators, h is the
averaging depth, �· � h�1�h

0 · dz, Q denotes adiabatic
heating due to vertical motion, and diff denotes hori-
zontal diffusion. The flux term F is composed of the
surface sensible heat flux Fs, the flux at the top, Fh, and
the radiative flux at surface and top, rads and radh:

F � Fs � Fh � rads � radh. �3�

The variation of the dominant vertically integrated
terms with latitude at 95°W is shown in Fig. 9a (the
local tendency and horizontal diffusion were negligible
and are not displayed). It can be seen that the vertical
motion effects (vertical advection and adiabatic heat-
ing) mostly cancel, and the remaining balance is be-
tween the flux terms F (including both vertical diffusion
and radiative flux) and the horizontal advection. The
contribution of surface buoyancy Fs to the total flux F is

2 Note that while the strongest T	 gradients occur in the PBL
due to the surface forcing, a large-scale gradient is present over a
very deep layer of the troposphere as a result of the deep con-
densational heat release in the ITCZ. This helps shift the top of
PBL temperature maximum northward relative to the SST maxi-
mum (Fig. 8c).

FIG. 7. Vertical section at 95°W from the model of TKE (shaded, m2 s�2) and potential
temperature (contours, K).
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dominant and explains most of the variation across the
front as can be seen from Fig. 9b.

c. A simple model of thermal advection

Hence, we propose a simple illustration describing a
balance between horizontal advection and surface heat-
ing. Further, we approximate the advection term of (2)
by the horizontal advection by depth-mean meridional
wind, giving

��
�T

�y� � �� · ��T

�y� �
1
h

Fs, �4�

where Fs is computed from the model sensible heat flux
(Fig. 10a).

The change of �T  in the meridional direction at
95°W due to sensible heating is computed from (4),
using finite difference with an initial value of �T  at 2°S
in the cold tongue, taken from the full model results.
The height for depth averaging, h, is kept constant at
900 m (which approximates the boundary layer height
described in section 3a), and �	 is also taken from the
model results. Denoting �Tes, the estimated depth-
averaged T derived from (4) the resultant variation of
�Tes with latitude is shown in Fig. 10b (dashed line),
which is compared with the value of �T  from the full
model (Fig. 10b, solid line). Both �T  and �Tes show
similar warming trends with latitude, but the rate of
increase is slightly higher in the full model, as seen in
Fig. 10c, due to the contributions of Fh (entrainment)
and other terms to the warming. The meridional tem-
perature gradient displays a broad peak centered at

FIG. 8. Meridional gradients from model and observations, at
95°W from Sep to Oct 2001 of (a) SST [K (100 km)�1], (b) near-
surface virtual temperature [K (100 km)�1], (c) virtual tempera-
ture for model � level 0.911, and NCAR C130 altitude 928 m [K
(100 km)�1], (d) surface pressure, negated [hPa (100 km)�1] from
observed data from the eight-flight NCAR C130 composite
(EPIC2001) and TAO mooring data (see legend). Gradients de-
rived from model data sampled at TAO mooring positions are
also shown. The thick vertical line marks the equator, close to the
latitude of the peak SST gradient, for reference.

FIG. 9. (a) Vertically averaged temperature budget at 95°W,
2-month mean. All quantities are averaged (mass weighted) to
900 m, with units of 10�4 K s�1. “Adiab.” denotes adiabatic warm-
ing, “Hor. adv.” denotes horizontal advection, “Vert. adv.” is ver-
tical advection, and “Flux” includes vertical mixing and radiative
fluxes terms (see text). (b) Comparison of total flux and the sur-
face sensible heating contribution. The zero line is marked for
reference in (a) and (b).
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around 2°–3°N with a maximum value of around 0.6°C
(100 km)�1 for the estimate and 0.9°C (100 km)�1 for
the full model.

The resultant surface pressure gradient term derived
from the hydrostatic approximation shows a maximum
of around 0.17 � 10�3 m s�2 centered at 2°–3°N (dashed
line in Fig. 10d). This may be compared with the full
observed and modeled surface pressure gradient term:
both reached a maximum of around 0.35 to 0.4 � 10�3

m s�2 centered at 3°–4°N (see Fig. 10d, solid line). Part
of the difference is due to the neglect of water vapor:
the pressure gradient calculated using only the tem-
perature in the full model (Fig. 10d, asterisk) is much
closer to the estimate. The other main part of the dif-
ference is due to the upper-level pressure gradients in
the full model; at 900-m height the gradients reach up to
0.08 � 10�3 m s�2 (see Fig. 12).

In summary, the estimated and full pressure gradi-

ents are qualitatively similar and both show the spatial
lag of between 2° and 4° latitude downstream of the
SST gradient (Fig. 8a). The contribution of the thermal
advection term, noted in both model and observations,
is a feature not accounted for by Lindzen and Nigam
(1987) or Wallace et al. (1989) and is important to the
behavior of the cross-equatorial flow. In particular, the
following section shows that the pressure gradient
mechanism that takes this thermal advection effect into
account is compatible with the strongest surface wind
speeds being located north of the Equatorial Front, as
observed.

5. Momentum budget

The PBL is expected to vary in structure across the
equator according to the relative importance of terms
in the momentum budget. In this section, the model
budget will be analyzed in detail to help explain the
cross-equatorial flow. First, the surface distribution of
momentum budget terms will be shown to explain the
surface divergence over the Equatorial Front. The two
main balances near the equator are then discussed.
Next, the depth-averaged budget is compared with pre-
vious, depth-averaged PBL models. Finally, the vertical
structure will be used to show how vertical shear of
horizontal wind is modified.

The momentum budget may be written in the model
coordinates (x, y, �):

�u
�t

� �u · �u �
d�

dt
·
�u
��

� fk � u � ��� � RT�� ln�ps��

I II III IV V

� KH�4u �
�

�� � g�

RT�
�2

KV���
�u
��

, �5a�

VI VII

or equivalently in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z)

�u
�t

� �u · �u � w
�u
�z

� fk � u �
1
�

�p � KH�4u

I II III IV V VI

�
1
�

�

�z
�KV�z�

�u
�z

, �5b�

VII

where � is the geopotential, p is pressure, subscript s
denotes surface value, k is a unit vertical vector, t is
time, � is the air density, g is acceleration due to gravity,
R is the ideal gas constant, TV is the virtual tempera-
ture, KV is the vertical mixing coefficient for momen-
tum, KH is the horizontal mixing coefficient for mo-
mentum, f is the Coriolis parameter, ln is the natural
logarithm and � denotes the cross product, �4 is the
biharmonic operator, and other symbols are defined
above. Here, term I represents local tendency, term II

FIG. 10. Sections at 95°W from full model and simple advection
model. (a) Sensible heat flux from the full model (W m�2), (b)
depth-averaged temperature from full model and estimate (°C),
(c) depth-averaged meridional temperature gradient from full
model and estimate (10�3 °C m�1), and (d) depth-averaged pres-
sure gradient term from full model and estimate (10�3 m s�2).
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the horizontal advection, term III the vertical advec-
tion, term IV the Coriolis force, term V the pressure
gradient, term VI is horizontal mixing, and term VII
is vertical mixing. The coefficient KV is derived from
1.5-level turbulence closure and cumulus parameteriza-
tion (see the references in Table 1 for more details),
while KH is deformation and grid spacing–dependent
(Table 1).

a. Surface momentum budget

The spatial distribution of the IPRC-RegCM near-
surface (z � 26 m) momentum budget is shown in Fig.
11a. The important vector terms of Eq. (5) are shown as
arrows (the horizontal mixing term VI was negligible,
as was the vertical advection III) as defined in the key.
For reference, the SST field is overlaid. The most strik-
ing aspect evident from Fig. 11a is that the terms in the
Northern Hemisphere are considerably larger than in
the Southern Hemisphere. This is because the SST gra-
dient field is asymmetric about the equator with the
cold tongue bounded by a weak SST gradient to the
south, but with a much stronger gradient to the north.
In Fig. 11b, the momentum budget at the equator and
to the south is shown in more detail (note the change in
scale arrow).

At first glance, the surface momentum budget shows
the dominance of two types of balance. South of the
equator there is an Ekman balance between Coriolis,
pressure gradient, and mixing forces (Fig. 11b), while
north of the equator there is a primary balance between
pressure gradient and mixing, and the Coriolis term is
relatively small (Fig. 11a). These balances are generally
consistent with the momentum equations used by
Lindzen and Nigam (1987), with the following distinc-
tion: the Lindzen–Nigam assumption of collocated
pressure and SST anomalies would erroneously place
the strongest winds on the SST front; in the present
model the strongest winds are north of the SST front
where the pressure gradient has a maximum, due to the
effect of thermal advection.

A closer inspection of the near-equatorial region
(Fig. 11b) reveals a further balance between pressure
gradient, advection, and mixing. This is the advective
regime discussed by Mahrt (1972). He hypothesized
that close to the equator the advective terms become
important due to the vanishing of the Coriolis term.
Indeed, in Fig. 11b, the advective term at the equator
almost replaces the Coriolis term at 4°S in magnitude
and direction (e.g., at 96°W). However, there is a huge
increase of pressure gradient at the equator relative to
that at 2°S that must be compensated for by other
terms. We hypothesize that this is done by an increase
in mixing term (drag) and a further increase in the ad-
vection term. This point will be returned to in the dis-
cussion. In general, the advective term and balance are
important only within about 1° of the equator.

b. Depth-averaged momentum budget

The momentum budget results from a depth average
over the lowest 1 km of the atmosphere were found to
be similar to those from the near surface shown in Fig.
11. (Note that the essential balances were insensitive to
a choice of averaging depth between 500 and 1200 m
approximating the boundary layer depth.) The only sig-
nificant difference was that the magnitude of all the
terms north of the equator was smaller in the depth
average relative to the surface budget. This was due to
the surface-enhanced pressure gradient and the sur-
face-enhanced drag.

In general, the depth-averaged momentum balance
agreed with that observed by McGauley et al. (2004) at
95°W (their Fig. 9). McGauley et al. noted a rapid in-
crease in mixing (sum of the surface drag term and
entrainment) at 2°–3°N in the 	 momentum budget co-
incident with the largest pressure gradient, consistent
with the present model results. They also noted the
generally smaller terms in the u component of the mo-
mentum balance north of the equator (cf. with Fig.
11a). The effect of PBL top entrainment on the mo-
mentum balance is also discussed in de Szoeke and
Bretherton (2004) and Stevens et al. (2002).

c. Vertical structure of the momentum budget

This subsection examines the vertical sections of the
	 momentum budget terms along the line of 95°W to
explain the changes of the boundary layer structure
across the Equatorial Front. Considering the pressure
gradient forcing (Fig. 12, shading), this has a maximum
at the surface between 3° and 4°N, as noted above,
which reduces with height and reverses sign above 1000
m. The vertical distribution of the pressure gradient
agrees reasonably well with that observed by McGauley
et al. (2004), with highest values near the surface, great-
est at low latitudes, reducing with height, and a sign
reversal above 1 km north of 3°N.3

The sense of the pressure gradient forcing north of
the equator is to accelerate the surface flow and to
reduce the surface shear, as observed. Over the cold
tongue, there is a local surface minimum of the pressure
gradient forcing, so the sense of the forcing here is to
enhance the vertical shear, again as observed. In con-
trast, the vertical mixing term (Fig. 12, contours) gen-
erally opposes that of the pressure-driving term, and
hence acts in the opposite sense to the observed
changes in vertical shear. Consequently, these vertical

3 Note that the vertical sections of pressure gradient derived
from dropsonde data of McGauley et al. (2004) show maximum
gradient at the surface at the equator (their Fig. 8d), whereas their
estimate of surface pressure gradient from flight-level data
showed a maximum at 2°N (their Fig. 4), consistent with our
results. The differences may be due to the different times of the
dropsonde and flight-level measurements, or instrumental differ-
ences (M. McGauley 2004, personal communication).
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FIG. 11. Balance of momentum budget terms at the lowest model level (a) from 8°S to 8°N, (b) close up of near-surface
level between 8°S and 2°N [note the different scale vector in (b)]. All vectors show the tendency in units of 10�3 m s�2.
Colored vectors represent different terms in (5). (See key: here “Press.” denotes the pressure gradient forcing, “Adv.” the
advective term, and “Cor.” the Coriolis term.) The mean SST field is overlaid as a thick black line, with contour intervals
of 2 K.
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sections suggest that it is the pressure gradient that acts
in the model to change the vertical shear, as seen in
Fig. 6.

6. Discussion

This paper has presented simulations that suggest the
dominance of pressure gradient force in driving the
cross-equatorial flow. This contrasts with the advection
hypothesis of Mahrt (1972), Tomas et al. (1999), and
the vertical mixing mechanism of Wallace et al. (1989),
presented in the introduction.

The difference between the proposed mechanism of
this paper and the advective hypothesis lies mainly in
the presence of rapid changes in pressure gradient in
the regional climate model simulations. In contrast,
Mahrt (1972) and Tomas et al. (1999) assumed rather
smooth or fixed pressure gradients. The relative impor-
tance of the advection term and the pressure gradient
term was investigated in a sensitivity experiment. Here
the 	�u/�y term, which Tomas et al. (1999) noted as a
major contributor to cross-equatorial flow in their
model, was removed from the regional climate model
simulation. The results showed that, although the ad-
vection was significant to the zonal component of the
flow, it did not significantly affect the divergence at the
Equatorial Front and the location of the strongest me-
ridional winds (results not shown). In the current
model, the rapid change in pressure gradient near the
equator is the major contributor to the acceleration and
divergence, and the maximum pressure gradient at 3°–
4°N fixes the position of the strongest winds.

Wallace et al. (1989) suggested that north of the cold
tongue the surface layer becomes unstable and the ver-
tical mixing of momentum mechanism dominates, ac-
celerating the surface winds. The present model and the
observations from EPIC may also be examined for evi-
dence of this mechanism. For winds to be accelerated at
the surface as for the Wallace et al. mechanism, term
VII of the momentum budget (5) must be positive near

the surface, which is equivalent to a vertical conver-
gence of momentum flux. The model profiles of mo-
mentum flux (Figs. 13a,b) over the cold tongue and at
2°N only show divergence of flux in the lower PBL,
consistent with mixing acting as a drag on the flow as
shown in Fig. 12. In contrast, there is some evidence for
convergence of momentum flux from the NCAR C130
measurements near the surface at 0.5°S (Fig. 13c) in the
lowest 100 m, but not at 2°N (Fig. 13d). However, it
should be noted that the observations and model are
not easy to compare: the NCAR C130 flux values at
different heights were measured at different times of
the day and may not represent a truly synoptic picture
of the vertical structure, and the vertical sampling is less
at 2°N than at 0.5°S in the flight data and may have
missed any near-surface convergence there.

These results suggest that the regional climate model
may be missing the additional influence of the Wallace
et al. (1989) mechanism at the edge of the cold tongue.
This may explain why the model underpredicts the
change in shear and surface wind speed compared to
the EPIC2001 observations (section 3b). However, far-
ther north over the warmer water at 2°N, both the
present model results and the observations suggest that
the Wallace et al. mechanism becomes less important
than the pressure-driven acceleration.

The results of this study may also be compared with
a recent simulation of the cross-equatorial flow by de
Szoeke and Bretherton (2004). Using a Lagrangian
large eddy simulation (LES) of the boundary layer,
driven by large-scale forcing from NCEP, they deter-
mined that, although the depth-averaged velocity in the
boundary layer was reduced as the SST front was
crossed, the surface winds increased due to the vertical
transport of momentum, consistent with the Wallace et
al. (1989) mechanism. Some differences between the
results of de Szoeke and Bretherton and of this present
paper can be attributed to the way that pressure effects
are included in the models. In the current paper, pres-
sure anomalies are computed by the model, and this
allows the pressure anomalies created by the heating of
the boundary layer across the front to feed back onto
the dynamics. For the de Szoeke and Bretherton simu-
lations, the background pressure gradient is derived
from the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis, which exhibits peak
(negative) gradients between 2°S and the equator. This
contrasts with the present paper’s results that surface
pressure driving is weakest over the cold tongue and
peaks north of the Equatorial Front (corroborated by
observations). Hence, the importance of pressure driv-
ing is likely to be underestimated in de Szoeke and
Bretherton (2004).

7. Conclusions

This paper has analyzed the cross-equatorial flow in
the eastern equatorial Pacific using a high-resolution
regional climate model. The main aim was to clarify the

FIG. 12. Vertical section of momentum budget terms at 95°W,
with units of 10�4 m s�2: pressure gradient driving [term V of (5);
shaded], and vertical mixing (term VII; contours, negative values
dashed, intervals of 0.5 � 10�4 m s�2).
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relative importance of pressure gradient, vertical redis-
tribution of momentum, and advection to the cross-
equatorial flow. The model was compared against de-
tailed in situ and satellite observations, and good
qualitative agreement was found in the horizontal and
vertical distributions of wind, temperature, humidity,
pressure, and cloudiness. The model also agrees well
with measurements of the change in surface turbu-
lent fluxes across the SST front, although an overall
bias of higher fluxes in the model compared to data was
noted.

Analysis of the simulated thermodynamic and mo-
mentum budgets elucidated the mechanisms behind the
cross-equatorial flow. The thermodynamic balance was

found to be dominated by horizontal advection and sur-
face sensible heating across the SST front. This leads to
an air temperature perturbation field that spatially lags
the SST anomalies and gives rise to a hydrostatic pres-
sure gradient 2° to 3° latitude downstream of the SST
front, as observed.

The model shows that the SST front effect on atmo-
spheric temperature and moisture is trapped in the
shallow PBL and the associated pressure gradient
drives the surface flow, much as envisioned by Lindzen
and Nigam (1987). However, while the original Lindzen
and Nigam model assumes that PBL air temperature is
in equilibrium with local SST, so that SST gradients and
pressure-gradient-driven winds are collocated near the

FIG. 13. Vertical structure of meridional stress �y � �	w
 (N m�2) from (a), (b) model simulations and (c), (d)
EPIC2001 NCAR C130 flight data, 95°W: (a), (c) at 0.5°S or 0.66°S, (b), (d) at 2°N. In (a), (b) the �standard
deviation envelopes are shown as dashed lines. In (c), (d) thick lines with symbols denote the time mean from
several legs at that location and height: lines without symbols indicate the �1 standard error envelope from the
legs. Data are from flight 15 (3 Oct 2001) and flight 16 [5 Oct 2001; see legend in (d)].
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equator, the lagged pressure gradient in our results
gives rise to strongest winds downwind and north of the
oceanic front, as seen in satellite and in situ data.

A detailed analysis of the momentum budget reveals
that air parcels pass through two major regime changes
as they cross the equator and the equatorial front.
First, as the parcel approaches to within a narrow band
(about 1° latitude) of the equator from the south, the
balance changes from an Ekman regime to an advective
regime. However, the advective regime differs some-
what to that found by Mahrt (1972) and Tomas et al.
(1999) due to the presence of an increasing pressure
gradient. Here the flow is accelerated and divergence is
observed. Second, north of 1°N, the balance transitions
into one between pressure gradient and surface drag. In
this dominant regime the strongest winds coincide with
the largest pressure gradients, located between 3° and
4°N.

At 95°W, the location of the EPIC2001 campaign, the
winds are mainly meridional near the equator and
change from a sheared profile with low surface wind
over the cold tongue to a more uniform profile over the
warm water north of the front, both in the model and
observations. Investigation of the vertical structure of
the momentum budget from the model showed that
changes with height of the pressure gradient contribute
to the changes in vertical shear of the meridional ve-
locity.

These results demonstrate that pressure gradient
force is an O(1) process driving the spatial changes of
the cross-equatorial flow, a similar result to that found
by Cronin et al. (2003) and Small et al. (2003) with
respect to tropical instability waves. Our analysis of the
model simulations did not show that vertical redistri-
bution of momentum (Wallace et al. 1989) was acting to
enhance the changes in surface wind. In contrast,
EPIC2001 flight data showed some possible evidence of
this mechanism at work at the equator, but not farther
north. If the model is underestimating the importance
of this mechanism, this may explain why the change in
vertical shear seen across the front is less in the model
than observed in EPIC2001.

Large variations in surface winds and associated con-
vergence/divergence are not unique to the Pacific equa-
torial front but are common to major SST fronts over
the world’s ocean [see Xie (2004b) for a recent review
of relevant satellite observations]. The high-resolution
regional models and diagnostics outlined here will be
useful in investigating PBL adjustment to such oceanic
fronts in the future.
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